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Introduction 
PARP inhibitors represent a new paradigm in the treatment of 
recurrent ovarian cancer and today there are already three PARP 
inhibitors approved; olaparib, rucaparib and niraparib. PARP 
inhibitors selectively target cancers with mutation of BRCA1 or 
BRCA2 alleles owing to their homologous recombination deficiency 
(HRD) [1,2]. The synthetic lethal relationship between PARP and 
HRD makes these inhibitors highly effective to the cancer cells 
while being tolerable and with few adverse effects [3]. Recent 
approval also includes non-BRCA mutant ovarian cancer, which 
may come as a surprise. The reason is that HRD in cancer can 
occur by mutations in genes other than in BRCA1 or BRCA2, which 
are also critical for homologous recombination, such as ATM, 
FANCD2, FANCA, FANCF or FANCC [4-6]. As there are >100 genes 
encoding proteins involved in homologous recombination (HR), it 
is not a trivial matter to identify which mutations may contribute 
to PARP inhibitor sensitivity. To face this challenge there has 
been extensive HRD biomarker development by either functional 
assays scoring for RAD51 foci [7] or by exploiting the fact that 
the HRD gives a unique genomic scarring that can be detected 
using mutational signatures to develop a specific HRD signature 
[8] . To date the most advanced HRD signature, called HRDetect, 
exploits a mutation substitution signature 3, rearrangement 
signatures and insertion or deletions [9]. Combining all this 
information together, it can with high accuracy predict defects 
in HR. Since PARP inhibitors have been demonstrated in clinical 
trials to be potentially effective treatment also in BRCA mutated 
breast, pancreatic, and prostate cancers [10] one may use HRD 
signatures to predict whether also these cancers may respond 
to PARP inhibitor treatment in monotherapy. While there is 
convincing evidence of PARP inhibitors targeting HRD cancers, 
current research also indicate that it is possible to extend the use 
of PARP inhibitors beyond HRD. 

The original rationale to develop PARP inhibitors as anti-cancer 
treatments was to potentiate DNA damaging chemotherapy 
drugs, such as temozolomide, by inhibiting DNA repair [11-
13]. While this is likely to increase the anti-cancer effect, it will 
also increase the toxicity of the drug (Figure 1A). Hence, such 
studies have been carried out with great caution to determine 
any putative safety issues. Indeed, the combination of PARP 
inhibitors and chemotherapy is reported to be tolerable in 

many cases and numerous combinations have been tested in 
the clinic, e.g. with irinotecan, gemcitabine, carbo- or cisplatin, 
paclitaxel, dacarbacine and liposomal doxorubicin. Although 
some individual patients may benefit tremendously from such 
a combination strategy, it does not seem to be the case for all 
patients and obtaining a significant increase in overall survival 
in certain cancer populations may be prove to be difficult. Also, 
the clinical trial designs of these types of combinations appear 
too often to be based primarily on clinical feasibility rather than 
the basic science rationale. However, given the large amount of 
ongoing studies some are likely going to provide sufficient benefit 
to patients overall to obtain regulatory approvals. 

A potential amenable approach is the combination of PARP 
inhibitors with radiotherapy. That is because the DNA damage 
can be restricted to the cancer area and may to a lesser extent 
potentiate normal tissue toxicity. It has been shown that PARP 
inhibitors potentiate radiation-induced cytotoxicity primarily 
in replicating cells and hence the PARP inhibitors may be 
particularly useful to radiosensitize for example glioblastomas, 
since replication is very low in normal brain tissue [14,15]. 
Currently, such strategy is tested in clinical trials (NCT01514201). 

The introduction of immune checkpoint oncology drugs 
is fundamentally changing clinical practise and since DNA 
damaging drugs also causes a cytokine response it is likely that a 
combination may be beneficial. Since PARP inhibitors cause DNA 
damage in HRD cancer cells one would expect that this may also 
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cause an immune response that can be exploited using immune-
checkpoint inhibitors (Figure 1B). Indeed, CTLA-4 blockade has 
been shown to improve the effect of PARP inhibitors in BRCA1 
deficient ovarian cancer [16] and such combination is currently 
being evaluated in the clinic (NCT02571725, NCT02953457). The 
rationale could be that a partial response provided by a PARP 
inhibitor may, in combination with an immune-checkpoint 
blockade inhibitor, provide a deeper long lasting response. 

An interesting question is if the effect of a PARP-immune-
oncology drug combination is limited to HRD cancers, or if a larger 
patient cohort could also be targeted with the combination? One 
report suggests PD-L1 expression is triggered by PARP inhibitor 
treatment and may hence limit the anti-cancer response to PARP 
inhibitors [17]. The authors of this report argue a combination may 
potentially improve efficacy, which then could be independent of 
HRD status. 

PARP has also a role in transcription that is distinct to its role 
in DNA repair. It has for instance been demonstrated that 
hormone-induced transcription in breast cancer is mediated 
by PARP. In this case, the PAR polymers generated by PARP are 
converted, by PARG and NUDT5, into ATP to drive transcription 
of hormone-dependent genes [18]. This seems not to be specific 
to breast cancer, as it is reported that androgen receptor-
induced transcription is also PARP dependent and targeted by 
PARP inhibitors [19]. Thus, PARP inhibitors may in certain context 
affect transcription, in for instance hormone-dependent cancers. 
This may in turn affect the responses to immune-oncology drugs 
that would be independent of HRD in cancer. 

One of the most interesting concepts of combining PARP 
inhibitors is to combine them with targeted agents that generate 
HRD to create an induced synthetic lethality (Figure 1C). In this 
concept a HRD is created in a cancer using a targeted treatment, 
which then can be exploited with a PARP inhibitor. HRD can be 
achieved by ATR, CHK1 and Wee1 inhibitors, as the ATR and CHK1 
kinases are critically important in HR signalling [20] and forced 
Cdk1 activity by Wee1 inhibition impairs HR [21]. Furthermore, 
the combination of a CHK1 and PARP inhibitor has been 
reported to act synergistically in pre-clinical cancer models [22]. 
Excitingly, PARP inhibitor combination trials are currently on-
going or planned with ATR and Wee1 inhibitors (NCT02511795, 
NCT02576444). A general caution is that the ATR/CHK1/Wee1 
inhibition would likely impair HR regardless of the cell type, 
which may also augment adverse effects by PARP inhibitors. 

One way to avoid increased toxicity in the induced synthetic 
lethality approach would be to selectively induce a HRD in 
the cancer cells and not in all cells. For this to work one has to 
identify a cancer-specific HR pathway. Interestingly, it has been 
demonstrated that DNA repair is regulated by the androgen 
receptor in primary prostate cancer [23-26] and that androgen 
deprivation therapy synergize with PARP inhibitors [24]. The 
combination treatment with PARP inhibitor and androgen 
deprivation therapy is likely to be well tolerated as the toxicity is 
limited to the androgen responsive tissue, e.g. the prostate gland. 
Currently, a small phase I study is carried out combining Olaparib 
and Degarelix to monitor PARP inhibition (NCT02324998). 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, while PARP inhibitors are making way to transform 
treatment of HRD cancers, there are also other opportunities for 
PARP inhibitors to be more widely useful in treatment of cancer, 
by (1) combining them with standard-of-care chemotherapy, 
(2) combining them with immune-checkpoint inhibitors or (3) in 
combination with targeted therapy that impairs HR, preferentially 
to induce a cancer-specific HRD. Exciting times lay ahead for PARP 
inhibitors once reports from the many ongoing clinical trials will 
become available. 
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Figure 1 Clinical strategies to use PARP inhibitors beyond 
recombination defective cancers. A) PARP inhibitors 
may deepening responses to standard-of-care chemo- 
or radio-therapy. A cautionary note is that non-
malignant cells may also be sensitized to treatment 
and dose de-escalation required. B) PARP inhibitor-
induced DNA damage may trigger a cytokine response 
that could increase immunogenicity and potentitate 
immuno-checkpoint inhibitor treatment. C) Induced 
synthetic lethality can be achieved by combining 
DNA repair inhibitors that targets homologous 
recombination repair, such as CHK1, ATR, Wee1 
inhibitors. Normal cell toxicity may be avoided by 
targeting cancer-specific homologous recombination 
pathways, as for instance the case using androgen 
deprivation therapy to impair homologous recombination 
primarily in prostate cancer.
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